The new classification scheme of the genetic code, its early evolution, and tRNA usage.
We present a new classification scheme of the genetic code. In contrast to the standard form it clearly shows five codon symmetries: codon-anticodon, codon-reverse codon, and sense-antisense symmetry, as well as symmetries with respect to purine-pyrimidine (A versus G, U versus C) and keto-aminobase (G versus U, A versus C) exchanges. We study the number of tRNA genes of 16 archaea, 81 bacteria and 7 eucaryotes to analyze whether these symmetries are reflected in the corresponding tRNA usage patterns. Two features are especially striking: reverse stop codons do not have their own tRNAs (just one exception in human), and A** anticodons are significantly suppressed. Our classification scheme of the genetic code and the identified tRNA usage patterns support recent speculations about the early evolution of the genetic code. In particular, pre-tRNAs might have had the ability to bind their codons in two directions to the corresponding codons.